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QUESTION 1

When trying to unmount a device it is reported as being busy. Which of the following commands could be used to
determine which process is causing this? 

A. debug 

B. lsof 

C. nessus 

D. strace 

E. traceroute 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following commands changes the number of days before the ext3 filesystem on /dev/sda1 has to run
through a full filesystem check while booting? 

A. tune2fs -d 200 /dev/sda1 

B. tune2fs -c 200 /dev/sda1 

C. tune2fs -i 200 /dev/sda1 

D. tune2fs -n 200/dev/sda1 

E. tune2fs --days 200 /dev/sda1 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following commands determines the type of a file by using a definition database file which contains
information about all common file types? 

A. magic 

B. type 

C. file 

D. pmagic 

E. hash 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following commands will reduce all consecutive spaces down to a single space? 

A. tr \\'\s\\' \\' \\'  b.txt 

B. tr -c \\' \\'  b.txt 

C. tr -d \\' \\'  b.txt 

D. tr -r \\' \\' \\'\n\\' b.txt 

E. tr -s \\' \\'  b.txt 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

What is true about the ntpdate command? 

A. It is the primary management command for the NTP time server. 

B. It updates the local system\\'s date (i.e. day, month and year) but not the time (i.e. hours, minutes, seconds). 

C. It queries one or more NTP time servers and adjusts the system time accordingly. 

D. It sends the local system time to one or many remote NTP time servers for redistribution. 

E. It can be used by any user to set the user clock independently of the system clock. 

Correct Answer: C 
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